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John T. Reid's Case for 
the Redheaded Giants 

by Dorothy P. Dansie 

Foreword 
JOHN T. REID, Lovelock, Nevada, mining engineer from before the tum of 
the century until his death in 1943, and a Paiute-speaking friend of Indians of 
the area, many of whom had been his boyhood companions, found an early 
desultory interest in Indian lore quickened to the point of obsession in his later 
years . A sense of history rarely encountered in those days awakened in him an 
urge to record legends, myths and anecdotes of a people who were accepting 
the white man's ways at the expense of their own . 

A florescence of archeological activity in the New World, utterly mad at 
times, also had an impact on Reid , and he perhaps read into physical evidence 
revealed in the Humboldt and Carson sinks region more than was there. At any 
rate, the following accounts, from his anthropology and archeology files at the 
Nevada Historical Society, opened for him the path to the redheaded giants 
prominent in Indian lore of the area, and his related newspaper articles . 

Although not yet catalogued, Reid's papers at the Historical Society are filed 
according to categories, such as anthropology, archeology, mathematics, min-
ing and science. In the larger categories, some of the papers are filed 
chronologically. Except where otherwise noted , the data herein presented is 
identified by Reid's date, when possible. 

Titillating Tales 
Lovelock Cave, which has been exploited off and on since about 1911 by 

guano miners , pothunters, and archeological expeditions under the auspices of 
Dorothy P. Dansie holds an Education Specialist degree from the University of Nevada. Reno and 
currently teaches in the Carson City public schools. She has previously published articles in the 
Nevada Arche%gist. 
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various institutions such as the University of California, Berkeley, in coopera-
tion with the Nevada Historical Society, Reno, and the Museum of the Ameri-
can Indian (Heye Foundation) of New York City, had been known to Lovelock 
white residents as Indian Cave before nation-wide publicity gave it the situal 
name, Lovelock Cave. 

When L. L. Loud who had been sent in 1912 to the cave to do preliminary 
studies under the aegis of the University of California and Mark Harrington 
financed in 1924 by the Heye Foundation to augment Loud's work, were 
preparing to write their report on the cave's archeological evidence, Harrington 
sought any and all information available from local residents . Never miserly 
with information, Reid compiled for him memoirs of the cave and the indigen-
ous residents of the Lovelock area. 

Among Reid's manuscripts on Indian lore are several different accounts of his 
first visit to the cave, similar, but with significant differences. As a boy, Reid's 
duties included acting as clerk in his father's store in Lovelock and the exciting 
task of rounding up horses and cattle belonging to the Reid family. On occasion 
he was called upon to go after wild horses with Indian friends. On one such 
excursion, around 1866 as Reid recalled, Natchez, son of Chief Winnemucca, 
was the leader ofthe group young Reid accompanied. Coffee Charley, Mustache 
Charley and Willie Biscuit made up the rest of the party . 

The horses led them on such a chase that they had to camp out two nights, 
which of course didn' t upset a fifteen-year old boy who was enjoying the good 
company of solicitous friends . On the second evening out, they were overtaken 
by a downpour and made camp on the flat below Indian Cave. In one account, 
Reid states that he would have welcomed the shelter offered by the cave, but that 
his companions could not be persuaded to enter it, " ... as they feared 'evil 
spirits' . . . . " (June 8, 1931), but in another manuscript, he claimed that this 
second camp was made just within the entrance of the cave, which was". . . not 
in keeping with what is told as to the indians [sic] having a dread of these old 
caves . . ." (MS August 29, 1924, "Notes for Mr. Harrington") . 

On this trip, as they rode, Natchez related tales from the Paiute past, and 
during the evenings, after camp had been made, the young man's prolonged 
questioning elicited tales of what Reid called "extraordinary interest." At the 
camp near the cave entrance, before the light faded, Natchez pointed out to Reid 
the face of the cliff above the cave opening, the arrow scars and broken arrow 
tips still embedded in crevices, as he related the Paiute history of the place, as 
here told by Reid: 

A long time ago an indian [sic] tribe came into this country from the 
southward, this indian tribe was redheaded and they were very tall 
men, the Piutes fought them on the south and west side of the lake that 
the intruders crossed over the lake and into the cave, by the use of tule 
boats they were able to cross the lake easily. The Piutes followed, and 
when they found that the intruders who Natchez called" Umatilla's" 
[sic] but other Piutes refer to as the Pitt River or Modoc Indians, had 
taken refuge in the cave , then the Pi utes gathered in council and 
decided that they would gather all of the sagebrush that they could get 
hold of that lay to the east of and above the cave and after placing this on 
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the bluff above and setting it afire that they would continue to throw 
over lighted brush into the face of the cave until all within had perished 
from suffocation all the while having men so posted that any of the 
people within the cave trying to escape could be killed with well 
directed arrows. After a siege lasting several days, Natches [sic] relates 
that all of the intruders were killed, but other stories go on to state that 
the intruders were driven to the northwestward. I can only reconcile 
this lack of harmony in the different stories with the probable fact that 
where the battles took place to the southward of Humboldt Lake, it is 
more than probable that the intruders had their force divided into two 
groups', one of which went on the east side of the lake while the other 
went on the west side of the lake .... (MS August 8,1924, "Notes for 
Mr. Harrington"). 
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Sarrah Winnemucca Hopkins's book, Life Among the Piutes, Their Wrongs 
and Claims, had been published only three years previously, and in it she relates 
substantially the same story as her brother Natchez had told the impressionable 
young man that night at the mouth of Indian Cave (1883, pp. 73 -75). 

In the morning, after it was agreed among the Indians that young Reid would 
be taken into the cave, torches were prepared from the tops of sagebrush. Reid 
observed that he was disappointed upon entering the main room of the cave to 
note that the only thing to see was piles of guano covering the floor, and in places 
there were cone-shaped piles about two or three feet apart extending across the 
center of the cave. He could just straddle the largest of the cones, with his head 
touching the ceiling (MS June 8, 1931). Elsew here he recalls that there were four 
or five cones, about 2¥.! feet or more above the surrounding guano, and that in 
one place two cones were so close that they blended together about a foot from 
their apices (MS August 29, 1931, "Notes for Mr. Harrington"). 

Thrilling and chilling as such an experience must have been, it apparently was 
several years before he pursued the tale further. In 1899 he succeeded in 
arousing enough interest in the archeological possibilities of the cave and the 
commercial potential of the guano that Mr. Samuel Peacock of the Lanyon Zinc 
Company of Lanyon, Kansas, and a professor of the University of Pennsylvania 
made a trip to evaluate the cave. The mining man said it didn't interest him, and 
the professor said, "I would not spend a cent on il." (MS August 29, 1924, 
"Notes for Mr. Harrington"). 

Although among Reid's letters on behalf of Indian friends there are dates as 
early as 1886, the dates on notes concerning Indian lore don't begin until around 
1920. Perhaps the archeological activity, not only in Nevada, but in the New 
World in general, awakened in him a realization that information furnished by 
Indian friends could be important and certainly his night at the cave under the 
spell of the tales Natchez told had taken on increased significance for him. By 
this time he had become convinced that the Indians' recurring references to the 
redheaded people bore looking into and he began documenting their statements, 
often in planned interviews complete with witnesses . 

Dick Sampson, who appeared to Reid to be about seventy-five years old July 
2, 1924 when he visited Reid's office, elaborated further on the battle at the cave 
with a tale told him by his great -grandmother who saw lots of bones near the hole 
in the rock when she was young. 
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She had told Sampson that those now called "Pitt River Indians" came in from 
the west and the first big fight occurred to the south, near a river. Then they came 
northward and the next fight took place at the "Sand Hills" on the southwest 
border of the Carson Sink . Here many bodies were burned and buried and 
Sampson said he had seen them when he was a boy. Many Paiutes and intruders 
were killed, but the Paiutes won and the others made for the cave, most going up 
along the range, although some went across the lake in tule boats. They were 
smoked out of the cave and almost all were killed. Those who escaped went 
across the lake again toward Brown's Station and thence west to Pyramid Lake 
where they had another big fight. They finally departed westward, back to Pitt 
River where they had come from . 

Sampson told Reid that he had never heard that those people whom the Paiutes 
killed at the cave above Humboldt Lake were redheaded, as had been stated by 
Chief Natchez. 

In an undated manuscript, Reid tells of other old-timers informing him that 
assistance for the Humboldt Paiutes in this genocide had come from other tribes 
from afar who received instruction or orders from the Paiutes . In these accounts , 
the war did not last just a day or two, but went on for years . First , the Si-te-cah 
(redheaded tule-eaters) were confined to the Humboldt Lake area following 
fearful battles in the region of Carson Sink and Pyramid Lake, the last being 
fought at Lovelock Cave . According to some accounts, a few escaped even the 
conflagration of the cave and in boats made of tules fled across Humboldt Lake 
to Granite Point , where they were met by more Pliiutes. More Si-te-cah were 
killed , but those who escaped this confrontation were driven north towards the 
Pitt River. That this occurred during the winter time is suggested by some tales 
that the Paiutes had crawled over the ice on the lake to where theSi -te-cah, under 
constant persecution from the Paiutes, had taken to living in houseboats. These 
were described as being tule boats with house-like superstructures. 

" Virginia" Jim had been told by his ancestors that during the conflict in the 
tules at the edge of the lake, the Si-te-cah had called out to the Paiutes in 
moumfultones, " Yah-hah-nah-ho-week-ho-no," as well as he could remember 
it, but that he did not understand its meaning nor did the ancestors who told him 
of the incident. He thought it was a plea for peace . 

L. H. Taylor, Civil Engineer of Reno, Nevada who was in charge of the U.S. 
Reclamation Project in the Fallon area known as the Newlands Project, and a 
friend of Reid's for about thirty years in 1927 , contributed another story to 
Reid' s growing file on redheaded giants (MS December 6, 1927). Mr. Taylor 
said that in 1904, at Stillwater, Nevada, a very old Indian related that the Paiute 
Indians had fought a battle with the people who had been in the area when the 
Indians came. The battle had been fought , he said, close to the" .. . Old Carson 
River, among the Sand Hill s ... . " Reid notes that others had told him ofa battle 
which had been fought in the sand hills on the east side of the river. The battle 
supposedly took place in the old man's grandfather's time . Mr. Taylor was asked 
to estimate how long ago that might have been and he said he figured it could not 
have been much more than 150 years, if one allowed 30 to 40 years to a 
generation, since the old man was 80 or 90 years old at the time . 
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Taylor added that while he was running contour lines for the project he had 
seen many skeletons scattered around and one was picked up by a member of his 
survey crew, M. O. Layton, who took it east with him when he was relocated by 
the U.S.G.S. Department of Soils, Reclamation Survey, Washington, D.C. 
This skeleton had an arrow of obsidian or flint still sticking in the temple of the 
skull. 

James Hunter, former assistant to the Constable of Lovelock, had yet another 
account of the hpstilities which he had heard from Bung-Eye-Jim. Apparently, 
over the years of hostilities, the Paiutes had sustained such losses that they sent 
out an appeal to many tribes of the intermountain region for each to send at least 
ten braves to assist in an all-out effort to exterminate the enemy. Cooperation 
seemed assured because other tribes had exterminated the redheaded people in 
the surrounding territories and the antipathy toward them would lend impetus to 
the plan for final genocide . 

Avery Winnemucca, grandson of Chief Natchez, was called upon to act as 
interpreter in a conversation with Abraham Mah-Wee of Nixon, Pyramid Lake 
Reservation, December 31, 1927. John A. Runner, government surveyor, was 
the witness who signed his name to the following statement by Mr. Mah-Wee: 

I believe that I am somewhere in the neighborhood of 76 years of age 
at this time, if anything, I may be older. I have a recollection of two 
small battles between the Indians and the U.S . soldiers, after which 
there was a larger battle at Pyramid Lake Reservation (1860) where 
many white men were slain. I believe that Indian Chief Natchez was 
about 30 years old when I was a boy about 10 years old. I remember 
hearing of the treaty that was negotiated between Nah-Mah-Gah-de'r 
(which means the Hunter or provider) Winnemucca and the U.S. 
General as to the matter of establishing the Pyramid Lake Indian 
Reservation, I was about 8 or 10 years old, or perhaps more, when this 
peace was concluded. I remember that Natches [sic] died about 20 
years ago at the Pyramid Lake Indian Reservation. 

Question by 
John T. Reid: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Do you remember anything pertaining to a dress 
that Sarah Winnemucca had that was made of 
human hair? 

I do . 

What was the color of the dress? 

It was red. 

Was it a light or a dark red? 

It was a brownish red. 

Describe this dress. 

It was like a shirt dress . 
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Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 
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What became of this dress? 

I do not know. 

How did Sarah W. Hopkins get this dress? 

From the Sai-te-cah (Tule Eaters) 

What was the color of these people's hair? 

It was reddish-brown, or a brownish-red . 

Did you ever talk directly to Sarah Winnemucca as 
to how it was that this came to be handed down to 
her? 

We were not inquisitive and did not ask many ques-
tions as you people do as to what happened in the 
past, but, I remember the dress very well. 

How long was the hair in the dress? 

It was made up of hair of various lengths, from a 
few inches in length to two or more feet in length. 

Where is Sarah Winnemucca buried? 

I heard she was buried in Oregon or Idaho, or some 
place afar off. 

(MS December 31, 1927) 

Cubet Rhodes related to Reid a story Dick Sampson had heard from his 
father. The elder Sampson had pointed out to his son the site of the only 
Toy-to-cah [Paiute] casualty he had witnessed in the battle between the Si-te-
cah and the Toy-to-cah. In this version of the story, the Si -te-cah were smoked 
out of the cave and pursued to Pyramid Lake, where they were again smoked 
out of refuge and driven west and north into California. 

Rhodes also repeated his great-grandmother's story of the Humboldt Sink 
when it was a lake that covered the whole country and the top of Lone 
Mountain stuck out as an island. She had heard it from her "father's father" 
who was then a boy and said the Si-te-cah were there then. 

Rhodes claimed that Charley Holbrook knew of a place where a giant man 
about nine feet tall was buried in a cave near Pyramid Lake and that there was 
another buried between Nixon and Wadsworth . This man was trying to escape 
but some Paiutes attacked him. It took them a long time to fell him. Rhodes 
claimed that Dick Cowles had seen the remains of his man when he worked on 
the railroad there (MS October 31, 1930). 

About a month later, some visitors from Stillwater volunteered additional 
information. Sam Dick, son of Old River Sam and brother of John Dick (a.k.a. 
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Bob Dick), told of a pile of rocks in the form of a pyramid in the next canyon 
northward from Coyote Canyon on the east side of East Range in Churchill 
County, near Job's Peak, on the trail to the pinenuts. This monument, he said, 
was built by the Si -te-cah . Reid noted that his father had told him about the 
"Pyramid Rock" that was on the trail near New York Canyon and several 
white people described it as being at the head of New York Canyon near the 
old Indian trail. . 

Jasper Wright, another of the visitors, said that about 1920 Sarah Win-
nemucca Hopkins was with Yellow Tail at one of the Wyoming reservations 
above Riverton, near Casper, and she was wearing one of the coats with red 
hair. Wright was about forty years old at the time. 

Sam Dick said that the Si-te-cah dressed in those coats but the Indians did 
not and he added that the Si-te-cah wore some type of feather on the head as 
headgear (MS November 27, 1930). 

Gilbert Natchez of Nixon, grandson of Chief Winnemucca, related to Reid a 
story which agreed in almost every respect with that Reid had heard on that 
chilly wet night at the cave. He even elaborated on the story, explaining that 
Si-te-cah is a compound word, si-e meaning in the Paiute (or Numah, as the 
Indians call themselves) language "partakers of' and te-cah being translated as 
"tules." Thus, the name means "Tule Eaters." 

The Si-te-cah and the Numah had the same God and spoke the same lan-
guage, (which later Sarah Winnemucca Hopkins also mentions in her book, p. 
74). The Si-te-cah , a redheaded people, were made by God , then the Numah. 

There came a time when the children got to quarreling, the boys with the 
boys and the girls with the girls, so He separated them, sending the Numah to 
the Carson Sink and allowing the Si-te-cah to remain in the vicinity of the 
Humboldt Sink. After the Creator had separated His children, He went to a 
distant mountain somewhere near Walker Lake, which could be located for one 
by the Walker Lake Indians. Reid, however, inserts the fact that the Stillwater 
Indians had told him that this sacred spot was in the East Range, somewhere 
near Job's Peak (Yah-do-be). In any case, at this place He rested His head 
against a rock which to this day has the impression of His forehead and He 
wept in despair. A spring burst forth from the mountain where His tears had 
fallen . The story further claims that the footprints showing where He had 
travelled can still be seen. 

Natchez went on to say that after the extermination of the Si -te -cah people, it 
was found that a small boy had been captured and was kept by the Indians until 
he died. Captain John took charge of the boy and took good care of him, but he 
died before reaching maturity. 

Off the subject, but perhaps related, is another tale told that day by Natchez 
of some large beasts which had once roamed the Humboldt region. They were 
dangerous carnivorous animals which devoured unprotected children and he 
claimed that Indian mothers still threatened their children with, "Ooh-queetz 
will get you, if you are not good." Reid adds that he had heard similar mention 
of a "cave man" who would get the children if they were unruly. Another term 
for a terrifying child-eating beast was Pi-Ee-tsah. 
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Bow-E-An, who was known to the white residents of the Lovelock area as 
Skinny Dave, related yet another anecdote concerning Paiute traditions of their 
early history. Bow-E-An's father, Captain Dave, was known to his own people 
as Pas-sa. After white contact he was called Passa Dave, but no reason is 
given. 

Pas-sa Dave was in the fight at Pyramid Lake with the whites (1860) but ran 
away because he was afraid, so was not injured. Some of the Indians had 
firearms, but they were few and of poor quality. Then, too , there was little 
ammunition . Pas-sa had only bow and arrows . 

/ Bow-E-An was born at Poker Brown Springs. His mother was known as Sis 
(Dave), his grandfather was Natchez, and his great-aunt was Sarah Win-
nemucca Hopkins. 

Captain Dave told Bow-E-An of people who had lived by the Humboldt and 
Carson Lakes in his great-great-grandfather's time. They had reddish brown 
hair. He said that some of them were about the height of Paiutes, but others 
were very tall. These people were calledSi-te-cah which means "Tule Eaters." 

These people lived principally upon the lakes where they had boats made of 
tules and upon these boats there were built thatched houses made of tules. The 
boats could be bound together so that the people could step from one boat to 
the other as on rafts. However, the boats could be detached readily. The 
Si-te-cah seldom left the rafts except to procure necessities such as seeds and 
the stones for grinding them. The Paiutes, whom they feared , kept them 
hemmed in for a great many years. 

Long ago in Bow-E-An's great-great-grandfather's time, when Humboldt 
Lake was high at a place on the John G. Taylor Ranch known to the Paiutes as 
No-be-ach-annu (You are my friend), a Paiute stood on the lake shore and 
hollered to the redheaded people . They answered and came after him with a 
great number of boats, perhaps several hundred, and took him to some sandy 
islands not far from shore. Here each took him and held him, head downward 
for a moment, after which they took him to their houses and kept him for two 
days. They then took him to the shore and released him. He returned to his 
people at Poker Brown Springs carrying beads, a moccasin made of badger 
skin, arrow points made of sea shell, foodstuff, and a small dog which had 
ears that stood up straight. The Paiutes did not have any dogs. Since the dog 
warned the Paiutes of anything coming from far off, they thought he was pretty 
smart. The Indian also brought lots of different things made of mud hen skins, 
such as neck bands of flowing feathers, and beaver blankets. This place be-
came known to Bow-E-An' s people as the "Treaty of Peace Ground." 

Bow-E-An was especially impressed by his father's description of the in-
numerable "columns of smoke" that rose from all over the Humboldt and 
Carson Lakes at that time. There were a great number of the redheaded people 
who in the early mornings and evenings made cooking fires, whereas the 
Indians ate most of their food raw having no regular time for building fires as 
did the people destined to become their mortal enemies. 
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Material Manifestations 
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Surely, if there were any truth to any of these st9ries , there would be some 
physical evidence of the redheaded giants . 

Reid' s attempt to get perhaps the first salvage archeology project in Nevada 
under way at Lovelock Cave with the University of Pennsylvania on hand to 
recover artifacts and d&ta uncovered by the Lanyard Zinc Company as the 
guano was mined, died "aborning." 

However, the Green boys, Art , Tot and Ed and the Pugh boys, Sam and 
Dave, cous'ins of the Greens , while hunting waterfowl on horseback along the 
shores of the Humboldt Sink were attracted by the clamor of birds to a small 
hole in the face of a cliff. Tot described the aperature as being so small that 
they had to wriggle in, but in they went and saw the undisturbed piles of 
guano. Deciding that nothing could be lost, they staked claims to the nitrogen 
deposits, although Tot said he had no intention of getting involved in the actual 
digging because he didn't want to "throw no shit." James H. Hart eventually 
came up with the financial backing necessary for the venture and in due course 
many tons of guano were hauled across Toy Flat to railhead for shipment to 
market. 

Reid procured from Hart a statement about the mining of the cave for A. L. 
Kroeber, University of California, Berkeley, from which Loud and Harrington 
excerpted the following when they were preparing their report on the 
archeological exploration of the cave: 

. . . working from the fall of 1911 to the spring of 1912. We drove a 
small tunnel into the mouth of the cave , or rather to one side of it , the 
natural opening being too small to work through. We took out about 
five carloads of guano which were shipped to the Hawaiian Fertilizer 
Company of San Francisco. We soon began to discover Indian relics, 
and notified Dr. J. C. Merriam of the University of California, who 
took the matter up with the University of Nevada and the Nevada 
Historical Society . We also wrote to the Smithsonian Institution, but 
they advised that they had no funds for collecting, receiving only 
donations. After some of the best specimens had been destroyed, we 
received word from the State Historical Society that, in conjunction 
with the University of California, they would send an investigator. 
This was Mr. Loud. We gave him all possible facilities for collecting. 
Many objects had been destroyed by the weather and others had been 
taken away . I recall many boas or ropes of fine feathers . As these lay 
strewn about in the open end of the cave in the way of the workmen 
they were irreparably damaged . Some of these boas were found per-
fectly preserved. All the Indian objects began to appear about four 
feet below the surface of the guano. 

In the south end of the cave , "about twenty feet deep," we un-
earthed some skeletons. In the north-central part of the cave, about 
four feet deep, was a striking looking body of a man, "six feet six 
inches tall." His body was mummified and his hair distinctly red. 
There was a grass rope about his ne,ck with a knot under the left ear. 
The rope was about eight feet long. The feet were bound together 
from the ankle to above the knees with stout rope. The 
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tion was complete except for a part of the abdomen. The other mum-
mies all had red hair-l think there were either four or five. Those 
that appeared to be women were small, something like a Japanese 
woman in height. This was not altogether due to the shrinking of the 
bodies in mummifying, because the man was "a giant." The women 
had on moccasins which reached clear to the knees; the buckskin was 
beaded with shells. Two of them had on a kind of buckskin coat 
(gown) that came down to the knees . These bodies were from the 
deep south end of the cave. 

There were no bats in the cave when we went there to work . 
Besides David Pugh there worked in the cave Samuel Pugh , Han-

son, Cummings, and perhaps one or two others. We screened the 
guano through a three-quarter inch mesh, discarding everything that 
did not go through the screen. Probably all objects that passed through 
the mesh were shipped away with the guano. 

After we got through working the cave one George Staulls worked 
on what was left in the cave for a while. He probably shipped out 
about a carload of guano. (Loud-Harrington, 1929, pp. 168, 169). 

Reid , busy with his mining enterprises, took no active part in the guano 
activities but was avidly interested, increasingly so as the Green family began 
exhibiting the more spectacular finds in vacant stores in many towns in north-
ern Nevada. 

The public exposure of the unusual artifacts from the cave prompted area 
residents to allow their finds to be shown also and what had started out as the 
" Green Exhibit" became the " Lovelock Exhibit," incorporating artifacts con-
tributed by many people. This assemblage was stored in a shed belonging to 
Art Green and had been promised to the Nevada Historical Society . However, 
fire destroyed the shed and all it contained, except for large stone objects such 
as deep mortars and long, heavy pestles . 

By the time the University of California sent Loud to excavate the ar-
cheological deposits in the cave, in 1912, they had been so badly disturbed that 
it is a wonder that any archeology remained to be studied. Loud was not a 
professional archeologist and he simply salvaged the artifacts which had be-
come a severe encumbrance to guano miners. In 1929, Reid accompanied by 
John A. Runner, government surveyor working out of Lovelock, visited the 
University of California Archeology Building and asked to see the Lovelock 
Cave display . They were informed that the seventy-six boxes recovered were 
stored in the basement in the original shipping cases, as there was no space to 
display them (MS, no date, p. 7). 

In 1924 the Museum of the American Indian (Heye Foundation), New York 
City, sent M. R. Harrington to Lovelock to see if anything remained to be 
discovered in the cave and especially to attempt to find some untouched areas 
which could be excavated stratigraphically . He was fortunate and was able to 
use arbitrary levels to pinpoint artifacts and burials in space and time. 

Apparently Kroeber had to do a bit of prodding to get Loud and Harrington 
to get a report written for publication. In 1928 Reid wrote him a three-page 
summary of cave legends and mining activities . The report was finally pub-
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lished in 1929, seventeen years after Loud's work there began, a rather long 
delay as Reid states (MS, no date, p. 1, February 11, 1933 appears on same page 
in text). 

A combination of radio-carbon dating and a calculated rate of deposition 
within the cave gives tentative occupation dates for the cave that range from 
approximately 2010 B.C. to A.D. 922 (Grosscup, 1957). This throws off Reid's 
estimate of the time of battle being only about 250 years B. P. He of course 
was deceased by the time this information was available. 

It is obvious from Reid's papers that the lack of information on the findings 
from the tw6 excavations sponsored by professional institutions did not deter 
him in his determination to learn more about the erstwhile inhabitants of the 
cave and its environs. His inquiries continued. 

Skinny Pascal, a well-known tracker, told Reid in 1927 that he spent about 
two months working with Mr. Harrington" . .. at the Indian Cave south of 
Lovelock." Reid recorded the interview . 

. . . Mr. Harrington took all baskets and other things that he recovered, 
but he seemed uninterested in bones, we found some of those in the 
cave and we burried [sic] a whole skeleton that was found near the 
entrance in the dirt about 4 feet deep, in the northern end of the cave 
about midway from the east and west side. It is there yet, I feel sure. 
There are some other human bones burried there which we had un-
earthed, which might be recovered, if research were made for them. I 
have no knowledge of the people who lived here and with whom the 
Indians fought as Sarah Winnemucca tells about (this is not to be 
wondered at, for doubtless he being born at Unionville, his parents, 
Mandy Jack and mother were more related to the Shoshones, for which 
reason he associated with them in his youth almost entirely) ... (MS 
Dec . 19, 1927). 

The late "Tot" Green told this writer that at the time of the guano mining there 
were Indians working at the cave and that they became upset about the cavalier 
treatment of the bones uncovered. To appease these men, a man named Evans 
was assigned the task of having the skeletons reburied outside the cave. Green 
couldn't say where this was. Evans later worked with Mr. Harrington when he 
excavated the cave, apparently at the time Pascal was there, and went with 
Harrington to the Lost City excavation in southern Nevada. Evans has since 
died. 

Green didn't seem to take much stock in the Indian lore about the extermina-
tion of the redheaded people, although he said the hair was definitely "red." He 
said, "Must have been a big tribe! No more than seven skeletons were ever taken 
out of there!" (personal interview, 1968). 

The physical evidence which could have lent substance to the tales of the old 
Indians was gone as surely as if it had never existed . 

Early in 1928, Reid asked Bow-E-An about a story he had heard concerning 
some Indians who long ago had found fossilized human remains. Bow-E-An had 
a talk with the wife of Humboldt Joe, who told him of her experience and 
Bow-E-An returned with the following tale: 
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When she was a girl, (she is now 80 or thereabouts) she went with 
several other women from their camp which was in the sand-hills below 
the Lovelock Indian Cave, on the shores of the old Humboldt Lake, and 
from that place they went to the nearest hills to search for roots which 
then formed part of their food, they had been in the higher hills and 
were returning to their camp when they passed by a small wash, very 
low down in the foothills and there they had seen the body of a 
human-being that had been (nude) completely fossilized and turned 
into rock. It was complete even to the hair which was turned to stone. 
The body was that of a large woman, very tall, perhaps nearly six feet 
as she describes it. They paid no special attention to it at the time for it 
was of no interest to them. At this time this old woman is so blind that 
she cannot see to go anywhere so she is unable to guide one to the place, 
but she says that it is below, (to the south of), the old Indian Cave and 
not so far away from where they had their camps in the sandhills 
bordering upon the banks of the old lake where the shores of the then 
existing Humboldt Lake was. She is the only living person but one she 
[sic] has seen this body, the others of the women who were with her are 
except one all dead. She recalls that the breasts were abnormally large, 
also the vagina .... 

Reid goes on to say that Willie Rock, Frank Rhodes and several other Indian 
boys had searched for the place in hopes of finding the body because Reid had 
offered a reward for its recovery. They believed the body had been buried by 
the drifting sand, but intended to continue their search. 

The one living woman , in 1928, who had been with this lady was the wife of 
"Whiskey Bob," and lived in Stillwater. However, she could offer no informa-
tion because of her extreme age and failing mind (MS, February 21, 1928). 

About a year after this account was recorded by Reid, Charley Ellison of 
Stillwater added another anecdote: 

It was many years ago, once when I was over at Pelican Island, 
when I saw two mummified remains bound up together in a netting 
and between the remains of each there was a lot of fish placed, which 
perhaps it was intended that the two should eat. As near as I could 
judge these were the remains of girls and it appeared to me to be so 
strange that two had been bound up together and burried [sic] in the 
same netting, with the fish between them .. .. These remains, Mr. 
Ellison goes on to state, "had been thoroughly dried out and mum-
mified, the skin being preserved and dried out. The hair was that of 
the red-headed [sic] people, which had grown long and it was at that 
time very well preserved . I found these remains out in the open and 
above the top of the ground. They had been burried [sic] in a very 
shallow grave if they had been burried at all, and they must have been 
burried, otherwise wild animals would have eaten the remains up. I 
replaced the same in a shallow grave, at the time, and I think I could 
go to the very spot at this time, for I well remember where it was that I 
placed their remains again in the ground, and I am going to this place 
sometime when I can get around to it to see if the remains are there yet 
and undistrubed . Someone may have since unearthed these remains 
and taken them away , but I think not, for they did not know of such 
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and it is entirely unlikely that anyone would do promiscuous digging 
in that neighborhood (MS April 20, 1929). 
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Tantalizing bits and pieces of information, skeletal fragments of an unusual 
nature, cunningly crafted artifacts which seemed alien in the land of hunters 
and gatherers, all served to keep Reid on tetherhooks, to keep him anticipating 
the discovery which would astound the world and draw to Nevada scientists 
from far and wide for research. 

In the fall of 1927; Mickey Cauley brought to him what he called a fossil, 
which James Mahoney had found at the gravel pit near Perth, an old railroad 
station near Lovelock. This was an artifact, apparently a butterfly engraved on 
a seashell , and Reid assumed it had been worn as a pendant. In his note on this, 
Reid says that it was recovered near where the remains of a woman and child had 
been found about a month previously (MS September 25, 1927). 

An undated note on a skeleton recovered by Reid, which had been examined 
by Dr. Fransden of the University of Nevada, gives the following information: 

Femur 181h 
14lh 

26 vertebra 
5 lumbar above sacrum 

12 dorsal 
5 dorsal 
4 servical 

I brought these bones home in a sack that is stored away in my 
room. 

About 1925 Emmet Wallace presented Reid with a skull and a femur bone 
which had been found near Pelican Island in the Carson Sink area. Soon after 
that an Indian friend , Dick Sampson, brought him a skull from the Pyramid 
Lake area. In each case,. there was a high ridge inside the top of the skull. 

Reidwas self-taught in almost all the lines of endeavor to which his curiosity 
led him and he was fully aware of his own shortcomings, always seeking 
information and advice from authorities. Ales Hrydlica was the obvious an-
thropologist to help him with the puzzle of the skulls . Reid's research had led 
him to believe he possessed Neanderthal skulls. Hrydlica did not concur, 
simply referring Reid to Hrydlica's publications on the subject. However, Reid 
had read of unusual skulls having been found in Illinois, Indiana and Iowa and 
also of General H. G. Thomas's exhumation of skulls in Dakota Territory 
" . . . like those of the great gibbon monkey . . . ." 

During the summer of 1928 Reid was visited by S. de la Rue and Mary Sasse 
whom he claimed were well informed on the subject, having studied in 
museums in Europe. They took measurements of the skulls and " ... had no 
hesitation in pronouncing these Neanderthal. ... " They returned to Lovelock 
in 1929 and told Reid that they had submitted the skulls to various authorities 
before depositing them with the Museum of Natural History in New York and 
that they were more than ever convinced of their first evaluation. 

Dr. Clark Wissler, then Curator in Chief, Division of Anthropology at the 
Museum of Natural History, in due time informed Reid that the skeletons 
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appeared to be of a type of early man (MS February 1, 1933). 
In October, 1930, Reid wrote Wissler concerning a package which had been 

shipped containing bones of an .. ancient man," and the jaw. He states that the 
skull had been removed previously by pothunters who had also removed a frog 
fetish, but missed a clay urn which had laid beneath where the head had been. 
Some teeth from the grave were included in the package. About one hundred 
feet north of this grave another skull had been found, which Reid described as 
being that of a typical roundhead Indian distinctly different from the long-
headed, redheaded people represented by the remains in the shipment (Letter, 
October 30, 1930, to Mr. Clark Wossler, Museum of Natural History, New 
York City, New York). 

In February, 1931, a Lovelock resident informed Reid of the "weathering 
out" of a large skeleton on the lake bed near Lovelock Cave . This was exca-
vated with great care and all the bones were recovered. Before removing it, 
Reid measured it in situ and it proved to be " . . . 7 feet 7 or 6 inches in height. 
The difference of one inch ... is due to the matter of being unable to deter-
mine if the toes, lying upward, had been bent or were erect .... " It had been 
buried in a shroud and covered with a dark substance, perhaps charcoal, which 
had been mixed with "some balsam or oil." Lying supine, the body lay with its 
head to the west, with the feet pointing North 77 East (MS June 1, 1931). 

The Lovelock Review-Miner, June 19, 1931, reported that Lloyd De La 
Montoya of California had discovered the skeleton of a "giant" on the lake bed 
near Toy. Reid, John Foster and Thomas J. Chapel set out across the dry flat to 
the site. The car hit a chuckhole and Chapel was thrown out and killed and the 
others were injured, but not seriously. Nevertheless, the skeleton was recov-
ered. The femur measured 1M2 inches, compared to femurs previously found 
measuring as much as inches. In any case, it was deduced that this man 
had been "nine and one half or possibly ten feet" tall. He had been buried fully 
extended in an excavation just barely large enough and the earth had been 
smoothed over with hands. Under the back" .. . was a cup-shaped depression 
five inches in diameter rounded out one and one-half inches deep that had at 
the time of burial probably contained the small precious belongings of the 
owner. ... " 

A leiter dated June 15 , 1931, to Montoya indicates that Reid was rather 
upset that Montoya had departed Lovelock without alerting Reid, carrying off 
a "calendar stone" from the grave. Since by this time Reid had developed an 
exhuastive system of mathematics, all based upon artifacts from the Humboldt 
and Carson sinks, this was a catastrophe and he offered to pay $10 for it, or if 
the price were greater, he would finance the purchase somehow. There is no 
reply in the files. 

James J. Kjeldsen reported to Sheriff Chapman of Lovelock that he had 
discovered the skeletal remains of a human being on the Friedman Ranch, 
about half a mile directly west of the main ranch buildings. The Lovelock 
Review-Miner, September 29, 1939, reported that Joe Eyraud told Reid of the 
incident and said that an urn, or bowl, had been found along with a long pestle 
which Chapman had added to his collection. 
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Reid was led to the site by Chapman, and Mrs. Vista Kjeldsen gave Reid a 
stone which had been plowed up near the remains. According to the newspaper 
account , information on the measurements of the skeleton was at that time 
incomplete, but the femur bone was 18lh inches. Reid is quoted in the news-
paper article as comparing this with the 17lh inch femur of the skeleton in his 
possession which measured 7 feet 7 inches in total length . Reid said, 

. . . One might search in vain for a more perfect set of teeth. . . since 
there is not the slightest sign of anyone of the teeth having been 
affected in the least by disease of the teeth . . . The remains have 
been very well preserved . . . He had been buried under cir-
cumstances that would indicate that he had died a natural death from 
old age. Just how old this man may have been is conjectural, it is 
clear, however, that he was quite well advanced in age, since the 
sutures of the skull are well knitted together. 

Here rests John T. Reid' s case for the redheaded giants . There are no more 
legends, no anecdotes, no notes on further discoveries . More information may 
remain to be uncovered, couched in mathematical terms somewhere in the 
many boxes of his Mayan mathematical and astronomical calculations stored in 
boxes at the Nevada Historical Society. This writer is not qualified to under-
take such a search. 


